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Welcome

to the

Newsletter for August 2012

August has arrived and we have lots of great events and shows to attend. Every weekend there is
more than enough happening to keep the classic motorcycle fan happy and, if that's not all, the weather
has improved enabling us to get our bikes out and use them as intended.
This change cannot have come soon enough as I was on the verge of changing my biking kit for a frog
suit if the rain had kept on coming as it has in the first half of 2012.
As usual the coming month will be exciting on the web as we are planning to publish a wide range of
articles, do keep logging on for updates
Please feel free to get in touch and tell us what you think, or what you want to see for the future.
Chris Pearson
The Editor
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11th August 2012, Saturday Motor Cycle Auction & Auto Jumble
York Auction Centre, Murton, York, YO19 5GF.
Refreshments are available on the site.
Open: Auto jumble from 8.00am to 1.00pm,
11th & 12th August 2012, Saturday & Sunday Classic Racing at Donington Park
Donington Park Grand Prix Circuit, Castle Donington, Derby DE74 2RP.
12th August 2012, Sunday 50th Graham Walker Run
The National Motor Museum, Beaulieu, Brockenhurst, Hampshire.
All pre-1931 machines welcome. The run is organised by the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club. Entries close on 19th July 2012.
Telephone: 01293 771446 (Ian McGill)
www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
12th August 2012, Sunday The South of England Superbike Show
Open: From 10.00am. Admission: Adults £6.00, RealClassic members and seniors in receipt of state pension £5.00, children under 16 free.
Parking is free.
Telephone: 01797 344277
18th August 2012 Harrogate Vintage Auction
Nidderdale Complex, Great Yorkshire Showground, Harrogate, HG2 8PW.
www.cheffins.co.uk
18th August 2012 – 31st August 2012, Saturday to Friday Manx Grand Prix

19th August 2012, Sunday The Wroughton Speed Trials - ACU Sprint Championship Round
Wroughton Airfield, on the A4361 south of Swindon, Wiltshire
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Laverda Montjuic
Looking as if it is doing 100mph even when stood still, the
actual top speed is little more than this once the engine is
running at full chat, ridiculous speeds aren’t what this
machine is all about, not in a straight line at least. Give the
Montjuic a twisty set of S bends and it is in hogs heaven as
the components used in the construction begin to get
along fine adding up to a great team, Marzocchi arguably
more responsible for the fine handling of the Montjuic as
any work actually carried out by Laverda. The single down
tube steel frame is capable of keeping the plot straight and
true but is nothing at all special with the headstock
perhaps a few inches too high above the engine to provide
the ultimate strength.

Based heavily upon the 500 Alpino, strangely the Monty is a touring bike converted into a pure race
machine and then back again to a sort of hybrid and yet tamed café racer, during this process it lost all
of its road going civility on route to becoming an anti social “track only” machine. Possessing a
reputation far in excess of its capabilities the Montjuic stands out as one of those instantly recognisable
motorcycles amongst a sea of also rans and yet the performance is no better than any of the 500cc four
strokes of the period and far worse than some. The humble CX500 can show the Monty a thing or two
on a straight road as indeed could the XS500 and most other middle weight machines, it is only once the
road begins to turn and tighten that the orange Italian monster stamps its authority on the biking
fraternity, burbling its way along nicely ahead of very thing else. Remove the top speed out of the
equation and the Monty returns to the top of the middleweight pile, out accelerating everything with room
to spare even giving a Kawasaki triple a run for its money making any sharp, bendy road the natural
hunting ground of the Montjuic.
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This is a machine for the purist only, no one else would enjoy or even fully appreciate what was going off
beneath them. The Montjuic is a unique machine in the modern world built solely for that “race track” like
experience without concern for ergonomic concessions. From the unfiltered carburetion to the single seat
with little in the way of creature comforts the bike is only a stones throw away from being completely
unsuitable for day to day road use.
Every part on the Laverda is there either to make it stop or go, nothing is present without a purpose, even
then things do not always work as one would imagine them to. The Brembo brakes, super powerful and
sexy looking, do not provide much feel through the lever in fact you could get more feedback squeezing a
lump of wood but they do work, hauling the Monty up as well as it accelerates. Give the Monty a fist full
below six thousand and nothing but contempt in the form of spitting bell mouths and little in the way of
forward motion is returned. Keep the engine up into its almost two stroke like power area and the rewards
are far greater, not great for riding around town but then again why would you want to with a Montjuic.
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With both the inlet and the outlets of the engine fully open to the elements the riding experience is as if
you are actually part of the engine workings, every beat of the power plant is felt, heard and indeed
smelt by all in close proximity. In the open country side the beautiful sound that this machine creates just
dissipates into the scenery while in the villages and built up areas it reverberates off walls and windows
to hit you full blast while turning heads all around.

It isn’t just the senses that succumb to this grand prix style onslaught with every journey the soles of
your boots wear heavily due to the milled aluminium footrests with no sign of rubber damping and your
palms will be tingling but not with excitement as the balance shaft isn’t that good and smoothing the
vibes. A low seat height of only 30 inches and rear set configuration combine to get your knees up
around your ears, well not exactly that bad but you do clash elbows and knees at times, making the
riding position perfect for track and fast road use, distributing the riders weight to all the right places to
maintain high speed control.
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The chassis, even with its few foibles, is generally superb with some very trick bouncy bits hanging off
either end making twisty B roads and S bends a pure addictive pleasure, although some muscle power
is required to get the orange machine from full lean one way to full lean the other, the laid back
headstock not helping out at all in those circumstance. The ride is a stiff one especially
the rear end that isn’t too impressed with the condition of the queen’s roads, the front is compliant
enough but the back end is pure race track in its contempt for any unevenness, pot holes and the like.
The swept styling enables the short and punchy exhausts to remain tucked well away under the engine
enabling enough ground clearance for you to completely run off the tyres edge should your bottle not run
out before that point. These all black twin pipes really do put the mega into megaphone, delightful and
totally anti social.

The stylish handlebar fairing is reckoned to
promote a high speed weave but it is difficult to
see how when the speeds aren’t that high to begin
with, it may have a little too much say over the
handlebars movement but the results are no worse
than the impact that the rubber swing arm bushes
have upon the straight line stability. Once these
are stressed up and turning the handling is as
good and sure-footed as a bike can be.
As bikes go, the Montjuic is an impractical and
difficult machine to get the best out of, it isn’t as
fast as the legend has it and the ride is not one for
long journeys or even a lengthy commute. The
controls are heavy and riding one for any duration
will impact your forearms and every other muscle
used for riding, however, like every one else that
gets the all too frequent opportunity to ride one you
will love it.
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Model History
In September 1975, Laverda allowed the world to view their new prototype of a 500 twin, the reception
was good and the eager motorcycle press dreamed of a small lightweight baby Jota. They didn’t have to
wait too long to discover if this was the case or not as, in 1977, the factory put this new motorcycle into
production. Capturing a little of the glory days of the mystical 750 SFC, the new engine was a large step
towards the modernity seen amongst the Japanese manufacturers with a sharply styled engine featuring
4 valves per cylinder, double over head cams, 180° timing, electronic ignition and a slick 6 speed gearbox, making this new machine look like viable proposition, on paper at least. The twin cylinder engine
was a completely new design with a mix of roller and ball bearings helping the crank spin while eight
valves allowed the pistons breathe more easily.

Named the Alpina the model was not an instant hit with the journos of the period who while praising the
fine handling and road manners, criticised the performance as well as the power plants vibration characteristics, this prompted the redesign of the engine allowing a balance shaft to be fitted to dampen these
out slightly. A few months after that another problem rose when BMW pointed out that they had a car
with that name so would Laverda please change it. The name was altered to Alpino and a new sportier
model, the S was created for the UK market, the S featured high compression pistons as well as a redesigned tank but the stumbling block was the price tag of £1675.00 being some £475.00 higher than a CX
500 of the time.
In Italy the Laverda factory had a brilliant idea, since copied by many others, they created a one make
race series named the “Coppa Laverda” ( the Laverda cup) based upon a stripped down and tuned version of the Alpino fitted with a more race like gearbox. 75 machines were created, each one having been
fettled by hand in the race shop. These machine were superbly prepared with gears being drilled and
lightened allowing the engine to be pushed to the upper limits of its performance, finally pushing out a
creditable 52 bhp against the Alpino’s more modest 44 bhp. The factory provided full support at each
round and the series was deemed a great success running for two seasons and also catching on in other
European countries.
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Poor sales and a general lack of interest in the Alpino model led to the men responsible for
the stunning Jota, the Slater brothers, having a rethink on exactly what the UK market wanted from a middleweight Laverda. They put their thoughts to the factory who combined some
of the best elements from the Formula race machine with the road going ability of the Alpino
and sent it over to the UK, unfortunately this didn’t include the full power engine or the close
ratio gear box making the new machine a watered down version of the Formula 500. Once
in England the Slater brothers fitted the UK made seat and fairing and the result was a stylish, hot cam café racer with little in the way of silencing, the Montjuic.
Although the sounds and ride were harsher the handling was little different to the superb
Alpino as the chassis and general components were identical. Named after the race circuit
in Barcelona where the 750 SFC became a legend, the Montjuic quickly gained its cult status albeit based upon performance claims way beyond its capability, a fact lost on the majority of bikers who would never get the chance to ride one anyway.

The Montjuic was the after market guys worst nightmare back in the late seventies as there
was nothing that could be added to it to either improve the performance or the looks it was
just perfect as it arrived out of the crate. The exhaust system was as straight through as
possible and the rear sets were far better quality than anything available over the counter.
The MK 2 Monty was little more than a styling makeover wit a new all in one seat unit and a
new larger fairing this time bolted to the frame work father than acting like a sail bolted to
the forks.
The EEC rule makers saw off the Montjuic within a couple of years, mainly thanks to its 105
decibel exhaust system, and the few remaining in the dealers showrooms where given a
make over being repainted in more modern colours in an attempt to rid them. this created
another new model the Montjuic Speciale, nothing more than a MK II with a lick of paint
which was applied directly over the orange this can be easily revealed by removing a small
piece of the new scheme.
Some twelve years after the death of the Monty the engine saw action again forming the
basis of the phoenix like Laverda brands 650 Formula range, the bottom end of the engine
being virtually identical to the original Alpino model from 1977.
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Lets not forget the rest
Born in an age not entirely in keeping with the Montjuic ethos it is not surprising the type didn’t sell too
well. Production ceased in 1982 as the stunning looking Breganze twin was deemed too loud and also
swamped in a sea of 350LC’s and other Jap middleweights. Both cost and performance became major
issues with the two stroke Yamaha cashing in at around half the £2500 asked of the Monty while eclipsing the four stroke in the out right speed stakes. Although the importers claimed a top speed of 125 mph
for the Monty when the time came to put that to the test the Laverda fell way behind achieving a speed
down on the figures reached by the CX500 and the like.

The Montjuic story begs the question what exactly would have happened had the Slater brothers chosen
an XS500 or CX500 as the basis for their baby café racer in place of the Formula 500. would we have
seen a whole different bike of intense desire or did it just have to be an orange Laverda to work?

Ducati also had their 500 Desmo twin that was a
similar performer to the Laverda but once again
cost became a major player with the plethora of
relatively cheap models from the land of the rising
sun.
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Oh Dear!!
The engine is heavy and well engineered resulting
in few if any common problems within the tough
bottom end, the bulk of any problems emanate
from the fragile top end and in particular the
valves. Clearances must be checked every
thousand miles or so as they do tighten up
resulting in a burnt valve and seat. The standard
clearance is set at 10 thou and anything less than
six is entering the danger area, of course this is
only a problem for a standard Laverda engine and
the fault can be totally cured using the latest valve
seat technology making the Monty engine virtually
bullet proof in standard fettle. A strict redline of
9,000 rpm should be adhered to as apart from
there being a sharp drop in power output above
this figure the balance shaft situated just ahead of
the crank at the front of the engine can suddenly
get the idea to leave its comfy home and vacate
via a side casing.
Regular oil changes around the same schedule as
checking the valves is highly recommended using
slightly more viscous oils rather than the latest
“like water” synthetic technology, Silkolene has
developed a synthetic bade Comp 4 20W-50
specifically for this task to aid the flat roller
bearings used in the crank centres.
Chassis wise the Isolastic type, rubber bushes do
not stand up to the rigours of time and most are
now perished and unusable, Monty Dons have
sourced a similar size roller bearing set up that
greatly increase the rigidity of the rear swing arm.

Tuning tips
There are a few tricks that can be done to make the Montjuic a little faster but not without removing the
balance shaft, all of the formula 500 racers came without this feature although one was supplied in the
spares kit. The capacity can be made greater using Jota pistons that take the engine out to 552cc although it is possible to go too far as the exponents of the 600cc and even larger conversions have found
out to their peril. The 552 conversion has proved to be a reliable and strong mod to do giving a 6bhp increase in output and a similar rise in midrange torque making it up around the 44 ft lbs mark.
It can be a good idea to drop the forks in the yolks a few millimetres to speed up the lazy steering as this
is a trait of the laid back Montjuic/Alpino head angle.
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Specifications

Laverda Montjuic Mk1

Engine:

air cooled parallel twin DOHC four valves
per cylinder
Capacity:
496.7cc
Bore & stroke:
72 x 61 mm
Compression Ratio: 10.5:1
Carburetion: 32mm Dell’Orto
Max Power: 50bhp @ 9000 rpm
Torque:
38 ft lbs @ 5800 rpm
Ignition:
electronic

Transmission: six speed wet clutch
Frame:
steel loop
Suspension: 35 mm Marzocchi forks twin
Marzocchi shocks adjustable for
spring pre load
Wheels: 100/90 x 18 110/90 x 18
Brakes: twin 254mm Brembo disc twin piston
Brembo calipers
Single 254mm Brembo disc rear twin piston
caliper

Wheelbase: 1422mm
Weight:
179kgs
Fuel capacity: 14 lts
Top speed:
114 mph (down hill, tail wind etc)
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